Z-spectroscopy with Alternating-Phase Irradiation.
Magnetization transfer (MT) MRI and Z-spectroscopy are tools to study both water-macromolecule interactions and pH-sensitive exchange dynamics between water and the protons of mobile chemical groups within these macromolecules. Both rely on saturation of frequencies offset from water and observation of the on-resonance water signal. In this work, an RF saturation method called Z-spectroscopy with Alternating-Phase Irradiation (ZAPI) is introduced. Based on the T(2)-selectivity of the irradiation pulse, ZAPI can be used to separate the different contributions to a Z-spectrum, as well as to study the T(2) distribution of the macromolecules contributing to the MT signal. ZAPI can be run at resonance for water and with low power, thus minimizing problems with specific absorption rate (SAR) limits in clinical applications. In this paper, physical and practical aspects of ZAPI are discussed and the sequence is applied in vitro to sample systems and in vivo to rat head to demonstrate the method.